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Superconductivity:

Zero-resistance state of interacting electrons

Nobel Prize 1913

It started in 1911!



If  the system  had a  macroscopic condensate                 , then
there would be  an additional current            , which would  not be 
accompanied by energy dissipation and would exist  at E=0    

What we need for superconductivity?

Drude theory for metals predicts that resistance 
should remain finite at T=0 
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A  nonzero  current  at E =0  means that resistance is zero

This is a dissipative current:  to sustain j 
we need to borrow energy (~ sE2) from 
the source  of an electric field



The condensate                    breaks U(1).  By Anderson- Higgs
mechanism, a vector potential field becomes massive, and this 
leads to an expulsion of a magnetic field from a superconductor     

j ie ||  X=X

Meissner effect



Once we have a macroscopic condensate,
we have superconductivity

For bosons,  the appearance of a condensate is natural,
because bosons tend to cluster at zero momentum 

(Bose-Einstein condensa:on)  

But electrons are fermions, and two fermions  simply
cannot  exist in the same quantum state. 

However,   if two fermions form a bound state, 
a bound pair  becomes a boson,  and bosons do condense.

We need to pair fermions into a bound state.

For pair formation, there must be an attraction between fermions!



Two issues

How to get an attraction?

How strong attraction should be for SC?



How strong  attraction should be for SC?

J. Bardeen,   Leon Cooper  

An arbitrary small attraction between fermions  is 
already capable  to produce  bound  pairs  with zero 
total momentum in any spatial dimension,  because 
the pairing susceptibility is  logarithmically singular 
at vanishing  temperature (Cooper logarithm)

Let’s look into this argument
from   Fermi liquid perspective

kF

Zero energyReason: low-energy fermions live not near k=0, but 
near  a Fermi surface  at a finite k=kF,    d3k = 4p(kF)2 d(k-kF) 





Let’s assume for simplicity that the interaction is
momentum-independent U (Hubbard)



Ppp

Cooper logarithm



Ppp is a complex function – don’t expect a pole
infinitesimally close to real frequency

w0 is put by hand, I just assumed 









Instability only for excitations with near-zero
total momentum of a pair.



J. Bardeen,  L. Cooper,  R. Schrieffer

Nobel Prize 1972

BCS theory of superconductivity 

BSC-I: 
what the instability of the normal state means













One can improve the analysis already within BCS-I

















Eliashberg gap equation on Matsubara axis







For an Einstein phonon

This calculation has been extended to other forms of a phonon
propagator,  and became the “standard” computational 
procedure for superconducting Tc and the gap function





= …

These diagrams form series
in the dimensionless coupling l.
When the coupling is large, they

are all relevant









The gap equation involves fully renormalized Green’s function
but no vertex corrections to ladder series 

Fermionic self-energy is obtained in self-consistent one-loop
approximation,  without vertex corrections





The actual Eliashberg equations (written by him)

Tc = wD * f(l)    



gap function

quasiparticle renormalization factor 









Tc = wD * f(l)    



wD=0







Numerics:
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I. Esterlis et al



Numerics:
saturation of Tc
at strong coupling

Tc



Conclusions:

1. Superconductivity develops at strong coupling, 
even when fermionic self-energy diverges

2. Superconducting Tc saturates at a finite value when wD vanishes
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Numerics for lattice dispersion (2D t-t’ model)
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p is the same as k




